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W
hile there is more than corn in Indiana, the state’s image of field
after field is rooted in fact. Indiana ranks fifth nationally in corn
production.

Today, with the increased interest in ethanol-blended fuel due
to growing environmental concerns and a desire to reduce dependency
on foreign oil, it reasons that the state’s corn crops could yield a

major economic boon. Yet, Indiana has not quite stepped up to the plate to become a major
player in the ethanol industry. 

Discussing where Indiana fits into the ethanol landscape, the national outlook and the
far-reaching impacts of increased ethanol usage are:

Ethanol 101
Ethanol is produced by fermenting starch crops (primarily corn) that have been converted

into simple sugars. It increases the octane and performance of gasoline, as well as improves the
emissions quality by burning cleaner than traditional fuels. 

Most cars now on the road can run on blends of ethanol and gasoline, such as E10 (10% ethanol
and 90% gasoline), which is a requirement in some parts of the country to improve air quality
as mandated by the 1990 Clean Air Act amendments. This is the case, for example, in the Chicago
area (including two Northwest Indiana counties) where 95% of the gasoline sold is E10.

The demand for ethanol has been largely driven by concerns surrounding the fuel additive MTBE
(methyl tertiary-butyl ether), which has been the primary octane enhancer in gasoline for 25 years. 

“The West Coast, New York, Connecticut and a lot of other areas in the country are trying to
get away from some groundwater contamination problems with MTBE, so the market is dramaticallyBy Rebecca Patrick
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different from two decades ago,”
Allsop surmises. 

Current industry figures suggest
that ethanol reduces the demand for
gasoline and MTBE imports by 98,000
barrels per day. This translates into a
reduction of more than $1 billion to
the nation’s annual trade deficit.

Plants on the rise 
The ethanol industry has seen

much change in the past 20 years.
New Energy Corp. of South Bend, the state’s first
and to-date only ethanol plant, has been around to
see all of it. “It was a very, very small market. The
industry started out in the early ‘80s with around 175 million
gallons of production a year. This year, you’re looking at
approximately 3.5 billion gallons of production in the industry,”
Allsop states. 

According to the American Coalition for Ethanol, today
there are 78 ethanol plants in 19 states. “There has been
tremendous growth in the industry, but unfortunately it hasn’t
been in the local area,” Whitsitt notes. The biggest change in
the market has been the significant production increase in states
west of Indiana: in Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska and Minnesota.

“Nationwide, the USDA (United States Department of
Agriculture) estimates that the ethanol production has
increased the base price of corn about 30 cents a bushel. They
also estimate that it increases local prices directly around the
plants by five to eight cents,” Whitsitt reports.

“Naturally, we would like to attract more of these plants to
Indiana to help increase the bottom line for Indiana producers.”

Two proposed Hoosier plants have generated attention.
Iroquois Bi-Energy Company of Hebron has tapped Jasper
County, also in northwestern Indiana, for its $63 million facility,
which could be operating by late 2005. Meanwhile, in April,
Jay Berry, president of Central Indiana Ethanol, announced
plans for a $58 million plant outside of Marion to open in July
2006. Virginia engineering firm Delta-T Corp. would help in
the development. 

Hershman’s district represents some of the counties that
are leading the state in corn production and is home to the
future site of the hoped-for Iroquois Bi-Energy plant, which is
awaiting the final wave of funding from outside investors,
expected in December.

Hershman explains, “If you are an outside institutional
investor with a number of places to put your money, ethanol is
somewhat of a gamble until the national energy bill is passed.
Then, you would know where your future demand lies and
what the potential for that demand is.”

Nationwide, it is farmer-owned ethanol plants that are
boosting the industry, comprising nearly half of the United
States’ annual ethanol production and many of the new entries.
This trend enables farmers to cover all the bases regarding price
fluctuations in the market. Traditionally, farmers want to see higher
grain prices to help add to their bottom line. On the other

hand, ethanol plants thrive when the grain prices are lower. 
“A major advantage of a farmer-owned cooperative is stability

because farmers can get the benefit on either side,” Whitsitt says.
No matter the type of ethanol plant, it means competition

for New Energy, but Allsop
views it as a positive for
Indiana’s overall status in
the ethanol arena. “It’s
probably a good thing for
the long term. It’s a good
thing for the farmers of
rural America, especially
within this state. Versus
exporting raw corn to Illinois,
Michigan or some other

state, Hoosiers can put some value-added in their own pockets.” 

Oil and ethanol mix
The United States currently consumes approximately 150

billion gallons of gasoline and diesel annually, with ethanol
comprising about 3.5 billion gallons.

“In the grand scheme of things, there is quite a difference
between what our national fuel demand is and our production
capacity right now with ethanol,” McShane surmises. “So, for
the foreseeable future we’re still a country that is highly dependent
on petroleum products as a source of our energy for everyday
use, but that doesn’t mean that ethanol can’t be a part of the
solution as far as our total energy consumption goes.”

Hershman concurs. “Indiana has a vested interest in ethanol
due to our role as an agriculture producer, but so to does America,
in working in cooperation with the petroleum industry. There’s
no question that petroleum remains and will remain a vital
component of our energy future, but increased use of ethanol
helps Indiana.

“We are an historic corn producer and look to export a
significant portion of our national production, so the ability to
use more corn domestically is a tremendous incentive, especially
as we see an increase in competition from foreign producers. We
have a built-in transportation advantage to use the corn that’s
produced here,” he concludes.

A big part of the ethanol equation is the stability of demand.
“If there would be a plant nearby that a farmer knew was

going to consume however many
million bushels of corn each year,
you would at least know you’re

“In the grand scheme of
things, there is quite a
difference between what
our national fuel demand is
and our production capacity
right now with ethanol.”

– Maggie McShane
Indiana Petroleum Council

“There is a significant
underutilization of our
corn production, so I think
we have the opportunity for
vastly increased refining
operations in Indiana.”

– Brandt Hershman
State Senator
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going to have that much corn taken out of your area. Certainly, with Indiana being the fifth largest
producer in the country, we need to move a lot of corn out of the state one way or another,”
Whitsitt explains.

Keeping the corn in the state or in the U.S. has many financial benefits. “Analysis for domestic
demand shows that for every dollar on farm economic activity that goes into ethanol, that creates
about three dollars downstream versus only about 31 cents for exported corn,” Hershman shares.

Brazil is a prime example of a country that has jumped on the ethanol bandwagon and ridden
it far. Hershman reports that Brazil has reduced its dependency on imported oil from 43% in 1985
to 21% in 1992. “The reliance upon foreign energy was cut in half as a result of the increased use
of ethanol. So, we recognize that ethanol can go a great distance in meeting the high demand
that consumers have for fuel right now.”

While she agrees with the assessment, McShane is a bit more cautious. “I think it’s fair to
say that most of us are supportive of the prospect that we can have a local Indiana home-grown
source of fuel that is easily accessible and does provide benefits to our farmers. But to think that
we can transition, in a short time, from our dependence right now on petroleum to that renewable
resource is probably a little bit of a stretch,” she states.

Federal legislation update
All eyes in the ethanol industry appear focused on the energy bill on Capitol Hill, which

contains an ethanol provision called the Renewable Fuel Standard (RFS). Unfortunately, the energy
bill has stalled in Congress over a limited liability provision for the chemical additive MTBE. 

According to Whitsitt, who visited Washington D.C. in midsummer, the ethanol portion of
the energy bill has tremendous support. “The congressmen mentioned that the ethanol RFS was
part of the attraction for the entire energy bill, so they’re afraid of trying to cut it off from the
rest of it and just pass it alone, which it should easily, because then they don’t have any leverage
to bring the rest of the bill through.”

The RFS calls for a minimum of five billion gallons of ethanol to be used across the U.S. by
2012; the current standard is three billion.

“The RFS would be a huge boon for the Indiana economy, and the refiners would welcome
that,” McShane asserts. “That’s not something they would have welcomed years ago, so I think
that’s a huge step for our industry to deal with and say: ‘We’re taking a look at the bigger picture
of what our country’s energy needs are going to be in the future, that we recognize our partners
in the agriculture community are part of that solution as well.’ “

In late July, a bill, co-sponsored by Indiana Sen. Richard Lugar, to secure the domestic
ethanol industry was introduced in the U.S. Senate. This
news came on the heels of announced plans by several
multi-national corporations to import duty-free ethanol
from Brazil into the United States.

Under this bill, only domestically produced ethanol
would qualify for the RFS and ultimately, it would ensure
that American farmers, not importers, reap the benefits.

Another important item that Congress will have to deal
with in the near future is the federal excise tax exemption
for ethanol, which begins to scale down starting next year.

“It’s currently 52 cents a gallon for ethanol and that’s
prorated, I believe, through the year 2007. Currently, there

is some legislation trying to extend that in Congress. This is obviously a necessary component to
continue to grow the ethanol industry,” Allsop notes.

“It’s something that we treat very dearly, but it’s not significantly different from some of the
tax incentives that are given to the petroleum side, so we just want a level playing field.”

Indiana efforts
States like Nebraska and Iowa have advantageously positioned themselves in the ethanol

marketplace by offering some type of producer incentive, state tax credit or other mechanism to
drive local production.

“These states have direct production credits that generate to the facilities that are producing

“Right now the people that are
building the plants are clearly
looking for the best value in
the areas of the cheapest raw
material; a tax incentive goes
a long way toward pushing
production into those markets.”

– Todd Allsop
New Energy Corp.
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the ethanol. I’m obviously not a tax legislator and will leave that up to the senator, but there are
multiple ways to create that incentive,” Allsop insists.

“Right now the people that are building the plants are clearly looking for the best value in
the areas of the cheapest raw material; a tax incentive goes a long way toward pushing production
into those markets.”

In the General Assembly, Hershman has led the way in the push for ethanol initiatives, including
a phase-out of MTBE as a gasoline additive, thereby increasing the demand for
ethanol. 

“Just in the last few years, with the Energize Indiana proposal, there was an
interest on behalf of several of the legislators who have heavy agriculture interests
in their districts to step forward and say, ‘What are we going to do to promote
Indiana agriculture and rural development,’ “ Hershman explains.

“That’s why we proposed some of the tax credits that we did, including one
for producers and retailers of ethanol-blended fuels as well as bio-diesel and other
renewable fuel alternatives, to try and bring Indiana up to par with some of our

surrounding states. 
“We’ve tried to make an investment, both in the consumer and the state of Indiana going

forward,” Hershman says. 
The key question is: can Indiana handle a vastly increased production in the state? “There is

a significant underutilization of our corn production, so I think we have the opportunity for vastly
increased refining operations in Indiana,” Hershman contends.

“It’s essential that we look at value-added agriculture opportunities to support not only
Indiana agriculture, but nationally. In addition, basic commodities like corn have inherent value,
but there’s a much greater value when you can turn them into a product like ethanol. 

“It’s critical not only in terms of helping Indiana’s agriculture economy, but in terms of the
potential for job creation at ethanol refineries and in related industries.”

Dwindling opposition
Over the last decade, many negative opinions

have changed toward the use of ethanol.
“Generally speaking, today it’s hard to find

anyone who doesn’t recognize – especially
in Indiana – that ethanol should be a large
part of our solution to supplying fuel to
consumers,” McShane offers.

“Right now a large percentage of Hoosiers
are burning ethanol in their tanks and don’t
even realize it because many of our petroleum
producers are blending ethanol because it’s
economically advantageous to do so. 

“Any previous hesitancy by the petroleum
industry has been largely overcome. It’s an
issue now of continuing to educate consumers,
but they’re using it and it’s working well,”
McShane notes. (Where the petroleum industry
and many other interested parties do draw
the line is at across-the-board mandates for
ethanol.)

Detractors do offer up a few common themes.
“Primarily for us, the transportation issue of
moving the product (which can’t be moved
via pipeline, but rather is trucked or hauled
by rail) is what you might hear,” McShane relays.

Air quality is perhaps the most discussed
aspect. “There is some concern in certain
regions that have specific air quality problems

“There has been tremendous
growth in the industry, but
unfortunately it hasn’t been in
the local area.”

– Dennis Whitsitt
Indiana Corn Growers Association

Continued on page 49



that there may be a slight disbenefit to ethanol use,” McShane explains.
Allsop maintains that the latest data regarding ethanol’s effect

on the ozone “looks pretty positive.” He continues, “Ethanol is a
pretty clean product … you don’t have some of the environmental
concerns of gasoline spills or contaminations. Ethanol is
biodegradable and long term, is a very safe, very environmentally
friendly fuel.”

Bottom line, ethanol is an overall
improvement to the alternatives, like
MTBE, Hershman reasons. 

Down the road
With economic and environmental

benefits in its corner, the ethanol industry
holds great promise for the future.

“I would like to think that we
would be at the point two years from
now where we’re implementing a new
federal energy policy that this country
desperately needs,” McShane maintains.
“A state like Indiana would be ready
to step up and do more than its share
to meet that need, so we’re going to
level the playing field, we’re going to
have a more common sense approach
to our renewable fuels and the part
that they play with regard to our
entire fuel supply, not just here but in
the country as a whole.”

Whitsitt adds, “I certainly think
that the farmers here in Indiana will
be up to the task of growing the corn.
I know that it looks like this year we
may be looking at another record
crop, so I’m optimistic also.”

Not everything in the ethanol world
hinges on the passage of the energy
bill either, Allsop says. 

“Regardless, the industry is going
to continue to grow. You’ve already
got the new plants coming on line with
more plants on the drawing board.
So, I’m hopeful that Indiana is going
to continue to blend and grow that
market regardless of the energy bill. 

“We would hate to see ethanol back
out of the market when it’s already
providing a benefit. It’s working well
in New York and in California. Why
not here?” Allsop surmises. “I think
the ability of the market to use ethanol
is there. The product is available. All
the retailer or refiners need to do is
ask and we’ll provide it.”
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